English










Text: Boy 87 by Ele Fountain
Writing: persuasive writing – how to convey
emotion effectively; adventure writing
inspired by the film Up
Grammar – gap identification and revision
Guided reading/comprehension – gap
identification and revision.

ICT


Mathematics

Summer 1 – Introduction to spreadsheets;
Using spreadsheets for planning and
organizing information.
Summer 2 – applying the practical computing
skills we have learned to our work (utilising
software packages)
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The Three Peaks:
how are mountains
made and what can
they tell us about
ourselves?

Humanities




Geography: using the Yorkshire Three
Peaks, we will investigate how mountains are
made and how different types of mountain
create different landscapes and cultures.
We will use practical activities to develop our
map-reading and navigation skills.

RE, Social Education and MFL






RE: links between philosophy and religion
PSHE: 1 - what is national identity and how does
it affect our lives? 2 – healthy lifestyles/puberty
Spanish: talking about travelling to specific places
in the city. Conjugating familiar verbs in the “I”,
“we” and “They” forms. How to ask for help and
directions. Practising and consolidating numbers
to 100.
French: Children will learn basic greetings, how to
introduce themselves in French, talk about where
they live, how old they are, and about their family.
They will also learn to express how they are
feeling.

Summer 1 – Gap identification and revision
Summer 2 – Using maths in the real world:
problem-solving; Maths and its relationship to
art

Science


Summer 1 – Medical Manoeuvres: can you
use your scientific knowledge to help run the
Wellbury Hospital? Children develop an
understanding of the links between different
branches of science.



Summer 2 – Human Reproduction – linked to
this half-term term’s PSHE topic, children will
learn why and how animals including
humans reproduce.

PE and Creative Arts and Design
PE: Cricket/Rounders (striking & fielding)
Athletics (run, jump & throw)
Art: we will make Ilkley monuments and
landmarks out of felt and will embellish them with
embroidery techniques.
Music:

